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The New Woman as a literary representation and journalistic myth has been
typically constructed as well個educated， socially privileged upper-middle-class women
in tbe last years of the 19th century who radicalized political and social issues like the
female suffrage; elimination of inequality in marriage, advocacy of social and moral
purity , and expansion of education and employment possibilities for women. New
Women fiction is also duly perceived as written by and/or about these New Women, a
genre of fiction that highlights the political and social rebelliousness of these radical
women. The official christening oftlle New Woman as a capitalized term is traced to a
1893 article entitled “The Social Standing of the New Woman," published in the
women 's press Woman s Herald (Tusan 170), though a more widely known source
takes the form of a May 1895 debate in the pages of North American Review between
anti-feminist sensation writer Quida [Marie Louise de la Ramee] and New Woman
writer Sarah Grand over the importance of the Woman Question. That same month,
the politically con叩rvative mass humor magazine Punch parodied the debate in
cartoon fonns and helped catapult the term into the popular imagination as a highly
visible though controversial concept that crystallizes many of the conflicting political ,
moral and cultural attitudes over the woman issue in the .fin de sii!Cle p凹的社The

genesis of the concept also partly explains the crucially constitutive importance of
mass media construction and litermγrepresentation to the phenomenon of the New
Woman , as well as the frequent blurring and conflation between the phenomenon's
刮目ursive dimension an社its existence as a historical fact. The New Woman thus often
refers both to the press and litermγNew Woman characters featured in fiction and
media discussions , and also to the New Women write間， journalists and political
activists themselves who write such fiction and articles

The naming of the New Woman and much of the textual configuration of the
New Woman by the periodical press does reflect a!temp組by the conservative press to
ridicule and negate the late 191h century women's movemen t. But the density of such
media coverage also forces attention on the woman issue to an extent that has been
unprecedented. Feminist writers , journalists and the women's press quickly joined in,
many sympathetic to the New Woman and 西efending her from the masculine press, so
that a discursive space and what Sally Ledger, using Fouc
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New Wom間， 阻dmoreand .moreNew 'Noman fiction getting .published 叩d

becoming bestsellers , the New Woman as a phenomenondoes become a site sa如rated

with multiple strands of sometimes mutually conflicting positions and issues. If
novels publishe吐in the 18805 and dealing with the women issue are include忌 ， over
100 New Woman novels were published in the 17 years between 1883 and 1900
(Ardis 4). Sarah Oral泊's The Hea悶nly Tvdn (l 893) ~ for example , ran to six editions
in the first year of i站publication and sold well over 20,000 copies inside England
alone after just one year (Flint 305). The 時切的1 inster Review wrote in 1895 that “1tlS
not possible to ride by road or ra封 ， to read a review~ a magazine or a newspaper ,

without being continually reminded of the subject which lady-writers love to call the
Woman Questi叫 “The Eternal Feminine ," the “Revolt of the Daughte賊" 出e

Woman's Volunteer Movement , Women's Clubs~ are signi日cant expressions and
effective landmarks" (Syk臼396)

Conservative , masculine press as well as some literary portrayals by male writers
tend to parody and ridicule the New Woman who is usually presented as upp臼“

middle-class (thus socially privileged) and disruptive of established gender order
(thus politically and socially r吋icaI). The critic Juliet Gardiner summarizes the
conservative perceptions in the following way

[The New Woman] eschewed the 自ipperies of 鼠shion in favor of
more masculine dress and severe coiffure. She had probably been
educated to a standar吐unknown to previous generations of
women .. She was financially independent of father or husband
She affected emancipated habi妞， like smoking , riding a bicycle,
using bold language and taking the omnibus or train unescorted. She
belonged to all-female clubs.. She sought 仕eedom from, and
equality with~ men. In the proc 巳ss， she was prepare吐to overturn all
convention and all accepted notions of 品emininity. (4)

More negative ridicule is evidenced in mass cartoon journals. An 1895 cartoon
by Punch~ 的Dr instance , depicts a severely dressed New Woman wearing college ties
and smoking a cigarette and discussing books piled high on the table, while the man
of the house is forced to the servant's qua討er for tea and gossip (qtd. in Ledger 16)
Another magazine Idler published a cartoon in 189尋captioned “The 弘1an of thc
Future" , which shows a small, tearfl11 man pleading “I will be good l Oh‘I will be
good!" 的a group of angry women who hurl at him New Women novels like The
Supe'.:月u叫“Woman and The Heaν仰伊Tlγins (qtd. in Bittel 31). Such discourse ,
which demonizes the New Woman as the emasculating , gender-binding and
antl-na仇Irc Shrieking Sisterhood , actually projects onto the New Woman an anxiety
and unease that has been accumulating over the decades since the rise of the women's
movement in the mid-centu可. Thus although the New Woman as a phenomenon only
arose in the .fin de siixle pedo吐， I但popular image has nevertheless inherited
stereotypes first forge廿several decades ago. It also follows that when this papel
discusses later the 缸uidity and multiple dimensions embedded in the concept of the
New Woman, a contrast between dimensions that are new to the 斤n de si(xle New
Woman and earlier traits of the women's movement is also intended

Such a contI部t is actually coπoborated by some New Woman writers
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themselves. Chris Willis quotes an 1893popularNew Woman novelShips thα'Pass

in the Night ‘ w hich describes its New Woman heroin民the Gi社ongirlBernardine， as
eagerly objecting· toconservative press'sstereotypical. dismissalofthe ugly
bluestocking

The writerswho rail against the women of this dateare 1開lIy

describing the women of ten years ago. Why, the Girton girl of ten
year治ago seems a different creation from the Girton girloftoday
Yet the latter has been the steady outgrowth of the fOlm目 。The

Girton· girl of ten years ago ., wasa· somber, spectacled person ,
carelessly and dowdily dressed.. She was probably not lovable; but
she deserves to be honored an社thankfully remembered. She fought
for women's right, and I cannotbear to he剖her slighted. The
fresh-hearted young girl who nowadays plays a good game of tennis,
and. . is book learned without being booki品; and. . who does not
scorn to take a pride in her looks because she happens to take a
pride in her books . . she is what she is by reason of that grave and
loveless woman who won the batter for her. (qt吐in Willis 56)

This New Woman character 的 obvious ly also socially privileged 凹凸 of upper

middle呵class stock , as Girton , the first female college in Cambridge , is often equated
with the birth-place of radical New Women. Other female-penned New Woman
literature depicting less socially privileged New Woman characters may paint a less
rosy and more gloomy pic制re of the life awaiting 也ese independent women , but one
thing uniting them all is their shared departure from the manni吭， aggressIve no記rs

attacked and ridiculed by the conservative press. The New Woman characters these
female-penned novels portray a間often highly 先minine， highly talented though also
extremely sensitive and vulnerable , wedged pain如lIy between their restless
dissatisfaction with the established gender categories and frustration over the
prospects and high costs of change. Reflecting both the impact of tradition and also
their desires for change , these women are emphasized for their womanliness which
also seems to be demonstrated in their vetγfeminine attitude to fashion and
appearance, as is attested to by the above quotation. l

Critical scholarship on New Woman literature h制traditionally prioritized works
on the New Woman written by more canonical male writers. George Mered沛，

George Gissing and Thomas Hardy are three 0比mentioned and discussed writers
(Cunni月ham， Stubbs). 2 With the rise of feminist scholarship in the 1970s that

L Fj刊111 (;徒拾t扣.' 5衍恍1κι叮Z吃ιd.跆σ Ne、叭W、v Wo凹1了加玄

t出he叫mseJves fl仕rOI】η叫m t!品he ea盯r吋Ii阻er， mη1Uch mal封igned women's m祖ove凹ment ac叫t1VI昀叫S吼1阻s. The New Woman
wγηIt阻er Sarah Grand, for instance、both depicts highly feminine and elegantly attired New
Womancharactersin her fiction, and also herselfembodies that imagein many of the press
mter、!iews she giv肘 ， where she is emphasized as a knowledgeable modernwomanof wide
interest, including interest in fashion, “her figure set otf to the best advantage by the new
cycling costume," and ‘ her friends consult[ing] her taste on qu凹的ons of the toilet with as
much confidenceas on JiteraJy matters"(gtd. in Heilmann 2000b:21 之237)

2. The malewriterGrant Allenwrote the most notorious aJ吋 hot ly contested New Woman novel
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別med to resu n-ect women'8 writin斜， female writers of New Woman literature were

given unprecedented attention.' Yet despite the di宜。renee in approach to the New

Woman phenomenon demonstrate吐by thesemale and female writers, the fonner more

satirical and focusing on the New Woman's perceived unconventionality and

radicalism, the la甘er much more sympathetic, often heavily autobiographical and

defensively reacting against the mainstream vilification, one thing that seems to unite

these more famous literaly presentations, with the possible exception of Gissing, is

that these New Woman characters are more likely to be of better soc抽I and economic

positions and are often portrayed in domestic settings. The focus is always on

marriage (or the rejection of maITiage) , free love and domestic issues , and however

flUstrated or unhappy these New Woman characters 缸e， they are immune from

tiI閻明白al worries should they choose to stay estranged from or not to ma汀y a man

The 1890s novels by Hardy and Meredith that feature New Woman characters,
notably Jude the Obscure (1895) and Lord Ormant αnd his Am間的 (1 894)， prioritize
marriage (or anti-man-iage) and the New Woman's sexuality.4 The novels of Sarah

Grand, the most famous female New Woman writer, blame the failure of marriage on

men、accusing men of sexual double standards and of infecting their wives with

venereal disease and thus generally bringing misery and frustration to women

The Woman WI;的Did in 1895, whose repercussions caul丘still be felt 14 years later in 1909

when H. G. Wells wrote Ann Veronica wherein the heroine's father blamed all that press an吐

白ct iona1 coverage and the “ Women Who Did" on his daughter's restlessness (24). Yet by the

time ofWells' work, most New Woman literature had petered out (Richardson and Willis 24)

In Allen's novel, the most radical claim staged by the New Woman heroine is her rejection of

maniage and insistcnce on fi問e love. Such emphasis on thc New Woman's radical,

“unnatural," un~feminine and emasculating qualities characterizes most male~penncd

mainstream reprcsentations of thc New Woman. Yet Allen's work is generally seen as of

lower literary merit than the more famous male writers like Meredith, Gissing and Hardy,
J. Yet despite such attention, many feminist literalγcritics of the 19705 tend to find the

fema1e~penne丘New Womanwritings to be lacking in literary merit and not as complex as the

male modem writers (Showalter 1977: 215). They all seem to have only one story to tell

while exhausting themselves in telling it (ibid), an且their form 的compromised by and

buckling under the weight of their feminist rhetoric (Stubbs 132). The New Woman character

is also presented as a radi叫Iized political 、anguard waging hcr battles mostly in the
upper~class drawing心room or club, the cloistered com1s of the women-admi位ing colleges or

the occasional political rallies in the public street

l. Hardy, Him馴的for his descriptions of mral and small town life in the fictional Wessex,
pOltrays the New Woman heroine Sue Bridehead in Jude the Obscure (895). Though Sue

、.vorked tor some time as an art~designer and teacher, she is, as Cunningham points at此， les:、

concemed with her career than with maniagc and sexuality (1 1 0) 計划 dy himsclf

acknowledged the centrality of the marriage que的on to the novel, and the contemporary

reviewers focused on Sue's sexuality, or her distaste of sex altogether, and called Sue, after

Grant Allen's free“love novel The rViJman Who ρid.、 as the woman who won't 划。rc 正lith's

1885 novel Diana (~l the Cros.n帥~vs features an aristocratic femini泣， but it is his 1894 novel

LordO川的nt and his Aminta that shows most clearly the New Woman rhetoric ofthe 189日s

Meredith's Ncw Woman heroine likewise is shown as torn between different lovers 叩d

preaches antiωmarriage and free love mostly in domcstic settings. See Cunningham 104~26
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(Cunningham 2-3). Yet despite such opposing po吋-ayals ， marriage (or anti-marriage),
sexuality and domesticity are still the paramount concerns for both these male and
female writers. s While Grand's descriptions of maniage problems and frustrations
do touch the hearts of her mass female readers , her mostly upper-class New Woman
characters are still removed from the daily financial worries of her more ordina旬， less
well-e吐licated and mostly lower-middle-class and middle-class women readers

This paper seeks to point out that while the issues of marriage and domesticity
are indeed crucial ones in the New Women's challenge ofinequality and unfairness in
the established categories, the phenomenon of the New Woman often presents a more
complicated and variegated picture , andi帖multiple and changing nature reflects the
volatile socio-cul個問I scene of the fin de siecle. Apart from ma lTiage an廿domestici句，

another strand of New Woman literature is increasingly concerned with the New
Woman and her role as self-supporting worker in the commodifiedjin de sieele city.
The New Woman novels by George Gissing , Ella Hepworth Dixon and Amy Levy,
three works stu吐ied in this paper, belong to this strand. Such New Woman characters
are usually less privileged and of lower-middle-class or middle-class origin. They
have to work for their own livelihood， 。我en as Joun祖lists or popular writers for the
newly booming mass market provided by 甘Ie big citi間 ， and they equate
self-supporting work with self-autonomy and female independence. These women
thus part比ipate in the urban commodity culture accelerating in the last years of the
19th centu旬， and in their sttUggles and joys they are close to the heart of the
expanding arnlY of ordinary, less politically as conscious, working women who could
no longer count on marriage but have to work for their own keep. The trials and hopes
of such working and living experiences in the public spaces of the .fin de 叫ecle city is
thus their top concem, a concem that also constitutes the m剖n theme of this other
branch ofNew Woman literature

Indeed , apa口from her more famous challenges of gender inequali句， the New
Woman is also very much a product of the modem city. Olive Schreiner、a kcy New
Woman writer, has made it clear in her stories , for instance , that London lodgings and
a silver cigarette case are the two essential marks of New Womanhood (qtd. in
Showalter 1993: xvi) , thereby underlining the importance of the urban ambience
(particularly that of London) to the New Woman phe

5. Though other female New Woman write呵like Mona Caird reject ma1Tiage吋Sarah Grand
actually insistson the sanctity of marriageand home, contrarγto mainstream perceptions of
the New Womanas home-w叩ckers. Grand also calls for femalesexualself-control insteadof
sexual self-expression and for the repression of unsanctioned desires. This rather
conservativepolitics is seen by later critics as a failureto escape the biases of the race, class
and sexual preferences that shape the gender politics she challenges(Mangum 13可7; Bittle
35), but it also shows the complicatedand multi-voiced natureof the New Woman lite悶ture

See also Tusan 172
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New Women writers and contributed toward their independence. This close relation to
the market and to mass commodity culture is also a distinct trait marking most New
Woman literature apart 在om more canonical literature and explains the often
best刮目ller status of many New Woman texts. As such, the interaction between the
New Women and the戶11 de siixle social scene shoul吐necessarily exceed a long-beld
political and moral dimension. 6

From 1861 to 1901, the number of educated women finding employment in the
professions (teachers , clerks and nurs的) rose from 106ρ00 to 429 ,000. Of the
professions, the clerk is a job most unambiguously belonging to the public sphere aud
used to be held exclusively by men. According to a 1901 census , the number of
women employed as clerks in government agencies like the Post Office rose from
6,000 in 1881 to nearly 25,000 in 1901. With the expansion ofeommodity economy,
women cierI、s employed by private companies also rose to 60,000 by the same year
(Richardson an吐Willis 5). Yet the pay these prof<的sional women received was not
ample and 0社en not sufficient to maintain health , as is testified to by the findings of
the late Victorian female social investigator Clara Collet (14 1-42). These independent
yet stmggling women no doubt provide a 問ady audience for the New Woman
literature with its penchant for describing the stmggles and longings of modern
women. With the New Woman literature's popular nature and wide sales, i站

frowned-upon “popular" “new" status as opposed to the “classics" (Ardis 4), it is
perhaps not very conceivable that such literature should consolidate i阻often

bestseller status and its apparent appeal to the urban female reader upon an exclusion
or neglect of the mo吐em urban public space or the daily facts of urban living or, for
that matter, the mass commodity culture that daily affects women and has enabled
their entrance into the work品。rce

In r可cent scholarship on the Ncw Woman (Ardis , Heilmann 1998, 2000a , 2004,
Ledger, Nelson , Vadillo), most attention tends to focus on more established writers
like Sarah Grand with her primary concerns for man-iage and domesticity. The last
few years have witnessed a welcoming increase of critical attention in other, less
well-known New Woman works that feature single , less socially privileged New
Woman characters working for survival in the modern city (Leggi肘， Vadillo). While
such schol aI'咐ip sheds new light on the relationship between the New Woman and the
modern city

6 , The women's movement since the mid 19山centUlY focused on the political and economic
position of women and called for the female suffra阱， the expansion of education
possibilitiesfor \\l omen , and eliminationof unfairprov間on in property and marriage laws
whichresulted in the passage ofthe MarriedWomen'sPropertyActs of 1870and 1882.The
womenactivists' moral refonTI focusedon social purifjcati凹， a highermoral standardfor the
nationand the salvationof prostitutes.See Richardson and Willisι9. Sec also Bittel26一7
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Women works already start to move on to a serious exploration of the alternative to
rna口iage and the tribulations as well as comforts entailed by self-supp0I1ing

employment in a big city. This important sh的from marriage to market marks the jin
de siecle New Woman literature away from earlier feminist representations of the
woman issue. The ambience of female struggle has changed , and the place where
female autonomy is to be exercised and nourished , often accompanied by pain and
fnlstration, is distinctly the great cities

This paper also seeks to contribute a fresh argum目前 的 this latest scholarship on
the New Woman and the modem city. While the shift in focus to the other branch of
New Woman literature helps to lead to an increasing blurring of distinction between
the New Woman and the mass anny of ordinary, not as politically conscio間. modem
women who are similarly engaged in the day-to-day battle of urban 叫rvival ， it is the
position of this paper that such conflation needs to be adequately explored and
explained and not just taken for granted. In most of the more recent critical
scholarsh中， such conflation tends to be treated as natural and unproblematic and the
two types of women are often discussed in the same context without much 吐的tmctIOn

This paper argues that while such blurring of distinction between the two types of
women is indeed increasingly evidenced in many contemporary texts by the last years
of the 19th century, other contrastive representations of the two also abound. The
relationship between the New Woman and the ordinary modem women has undergone
a process of evolution and is further complicated by elements like the acceleration of
mOdelTI commodity culture and shifts in feminist tactics that mark the New Woman
off from earlier feminists. This complexity waπants sufficient critical awareness and
discussion , as it sheds crucial light on the muIt卜layered and volatile socioωcultural

ambience ofthe.fin de siecle city

The New Woman and the Male Writer

This paper uses three New Woman novels as the main texts for analys峙，

respectively George Gissing's The Odd 仇間的1 (1893), Amy Le、y's The Romance of
α51叩 (1 日 88 ) and Ella Hepworth D試。n's The 5tOl y of a Modern 時'oman (1894)
Gissing is chosen because male-penned literature featuring New Woman characters
has traditionally constitute廿the mainstream representation of the New Woman and
甘lUS impacts strongly on how the New Woman is perceived , against which female
writers often feel the need to offer a contrastive or different 閃presentation. A better
understanding of the female-penned New Woman literature would not bc achieved if
the male version is not first analyzed. A second , marc important 問ason is that, as has
been mentioned, Gissing is the only m句or male writer of New Woman literature who
features lower刊iddle-class New Woman characters having to work for their own
keep in the public markets of London. This is what wa叮ants his inclusion in this
paper's study, for the same reason that warrants the inclusion of the other two
female-penned novels

Gissing has always been known for his naturalism , and his dogged pursuit of
accuracy almost to the level of the social investigator , but it is his paramount
preoccupation with London and its bustling urban life that is of cmcial concern here
Always preoccupied with “how to get into a lifetime the work suggest巳d by th的
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myriad-voiced London , ,, 7 Gissing was commended in 1897 by the Nαtional Revierv

as a writer to whom th臼CIS “not a comer of the metropolis which , with observant eye
and quick car, he has not explored, nor a phase of its varied existence that he has not
studied".8 The new phenomenon of the New Woman and particularly her interaction
with the urban scene are thus captured iu his so-called “Woman's Question" works of

the 1890s (Haml0n 373) , most of all in The Odd Women (1893). In this novel ,
generally seen as the most representative male-penned fiction on the New Wornan,9
Gissing carries on the male wri臨時 ， concern with the New Woman's sexuality and her

stan位on the man-iage issue , but , probably reflecting his distinctly urban concern and
his sympathy for the lower social strata of London's population who are deeply
embroiled in the daily stlllggles for Ii胎1 Gissing also departs 仕0111 the other male
writers in starting to address the issue of the New Woman and urban employment

This issue is discussed in the novel as part of his more passionate concern with
the dilemma and plight of or出nary會lower-middle-class women strugglin皂 的Of survival
in the modern ci妙， and the example of the working New Woman is otfered both as a
contrast and also as a potential alternative. Ois5in且's intention is to study the
selιsupport!吟， marrIage-reJect1月New Woman as an intriguing contrast to the many
ordinary urban women still hoping for marriage, but his characteristic concern with
the urban scene leads to a much morc focused account, than most ofhis male peers , of

the New Woman 's interac“on with the modenl city. Studies on Gissing's 戶口rayal of
the New Woman have traditionally focused on her sexuality and anti-marriage attitude

(Cunningham, Ledger). While recent critical attention has increasingly tumed to
Gissing's treatment of the modem woman and the city (Liggins, Spiers) , and even to
his treatment of his women characters (including prostitutes、working-class women
an吐educated female professionals) as individual workers in the urban mark前， not
enough at峙的on has been paid to the specific role of the New Woman herself 的

urban workers, the economics of her self三supporting work or her relationship with
urban commodity culture. Nor has there been sufficient distinction between Gissing's
New Woman and her ordinary sisters in their interaction with the mo吐ern CIty

Gissing's stand on women in general is contra出etory and he has been called both
a misogynist (Linehan 360) and “a woman-worshipping misogynist with an inte

7. See h的letter to Thomas Hardy on 25 July 1887.Collected Lette川、 Vo l. 3.139
也叮'Ie National Revi的v， 30 (t 897) 258-66. Quoted in Pie汀e Coustillasan吐Colin Partridge.Eds

GeOlge Gissing: The Critical Heritage. London:Routledge& Kegan Paul, 1972,311

9.Gissing's other novels like in the Year ofJubil臼 have sometim臼been seen as also featuring
the New Woman(Parsons可Harmon)、but this paper 剖'gues that such female prota且onists like
Nancy belong to the bulk of modern \vomen who desire less 間有 tric t i on in their personal
freedom but arc not as p 甘itically conscious as the New Women (who arc 0自en wnters or

JO山nalists) nor as well-educated. The social rank of Nancy, the fcmale lead of in (he 胎的 4

Jubilee、 i s lower and hovers uncertainly between thc lower-middle-class lady and the
working-class shopgirl. For more on th的 ， see my special issue for Chung-Hili Lit凹arr

Monfh/v (34.2), 2凹的可pp.59-66
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financial independence. Echoing much of the mainstream perception , G拈sing at first
focuses on Rhoda's radicalism , her feminist a的-marriage principle and her call for
women to shed their passive , traditional femininity and embrace masculine rationali旬，

determination and independence. Even more radical than most other male-penne吐

works where free love is advocated by the New Woman as an alten1ative principle to
malTiage, in Gissing's novel even free love is rejected and found to interfere with
Rhoda旭 先minist work Rhoda herself is emphasized for h臼masculine， aggressive
qualities (The Odd 時'Omen 20), “ intellectual keenness" (20) and vehement will (51),
and almost nun-like , severe suppression of feminine desires “natural" 的a young
woman in her late 20s. She and Mary form a same-sex companionship and together
they teach young ordinary women practical sl位lis for decent employment , lecture
regularly on women's emancipation and maintain a circulating library with books on
the Woman Qu臼tion and allied subjects (54). The two womeo , “fervid prophetess[es]
of female emancipation" (50), arc “ strenuously opposed" to the Ruskinian ideal of
docile femininity and advocate instead a model of women who are “militant，' 、

“de!lant，"“hard-hearted，"“selιreliant，" and “nobly independent ," possessed of
“111阻l1igence，"“hone st effOli'‘and “moral strength" (135, 37, 136)

Raising women as “an Invader" , Rhoda and Mary believe th叫 “(t]hings are
changing for women' , that they would try to "have our part in hastening a new order"
(59) and to even effect "an amled movement ," "an active warfare ," “an invasion by
women ofthe spheres which men have always forbidden us to enter" (135, 136). For
that purpose they are particularly disdainful of sentimental , irrational qualities
traditionally seen as feminine and wam their girl students not to be “enslaved by
custom, by their weakn的仇by their desires" (1 3 6) “ [S] elιrespect" and
“scI巳restraint" should gui吐e women to refrain from succumbing under "grievous
temptation" (56), pmiicularly temptation in the fonn of amorous relationships with
men. Rhoda herself regards marriage as a fonn of bondage to the detriment of women
because it subjugates them to the will aI吋 lordship of their husbands , and offers
herself as a living example of positive female independence and 日i-eedom_ When the
male protagonist Everard proposes to her a union of intellects and free spirit without
the fonn of man'iage , Rhoda is !l rst t
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feminist work , she again reverts to her old, unflattering hairstyle (323) as if to assert
her defiant independence and her disdain of any “feminine" e叮or臼to please men

It is obvious that the novel sets out to represent the New Woman as a contrast
from the ordinary women l the difference spelt out clearly in tenns of the New
Woman's radical political consciousness, her masculine detennination and even
appearance ‘her activism and work e街時， her sexual and emotional abstinence and
principled rejection of unequal marriage. Or吐inary women like Monica who relies on
man-iage and men to save her from d的tit叫ion are thus shown to be doubly pathetic ,
helpless and p剖sive. Monica, bam of a 廿actor father but reduced to the menial job of
a London shopgirl after his untimely death , marries in haste for purely financial
considerations , while her two elder spinster sisters, utterly unable to support
themselves in the big city, count on Monica's man'iage to relieve their circumstances
In stark contrast from the workaholic Rhoda who preaches relentlessly the doctrine of
hard work, diseipline位independence and an almost nun-like abstinence from desires
and tempt剖ions l the delicate and feminine Monica also enjoys pleasurable and
aimless “freewandering about London" (25), taking rides in omnibuses , trains and the
Thames steamboat , drinking tea at the popular tea-shops , and generally doing things
that se臼n to have no positive or productive value apart from individual pleasure , Even
in her pre-man-ied days when toiling in poverty as a shopgi泣 l Monica would rather
be盯the hardship at the shop than become a student in Rho品's feminist school which
she regards as a “worse fonn ofbondage" (36). Another student , a Miss Royston who
has been with the school for some timc l also cannot persist in the hard work but drops
out after succumbing to the temptation of an easy life as mistress of a married man
Rhoda, of course, has no patience but complete disdain 品。r such feather-headed
weakness and refuses to take back the girl later when she is abandoned and ruined
Even the girl's eventual suicide after Rho吐a's r叮ection would not 副ssuade Rhoda
仕om her firm belief that to work for the eoming of a “newor吐er

l

' ， to 閃閃e women's
consciousness and cultivate their disciplined independence demands great but worthy
sacrifices

In such emphasis on the New Woman's radicalism and distance from ordinary
women l Gissing seems to inherit many established popular perceptions of the N
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concenls, and the ordinarγwomen's desire for less restriction and greater freedom an吐

self-detennination, couched in more individually-based tenns , seem to converge and
expand , and that convergence is made possible by the greatly expanded scopes for
employment for women by the 戶n de sieele period. Two strands of ideas about the
New woman are thus inter、Noven into this Gissing novel, one a more generalized call
for women's spiritual upraising and for the dismantling of weak feminini旬， which
speaks of earlier, mid-centurγroots in the women's movement and which is also often
lampooned by the conservative mass press as unfeminine , unnatural or disruptive of
gender order, and the other a d吼叫led discussion of practical , down-to-earth means of
achieving a new means of self-reliance and independence , often through participating
in the market and the commodity culture

This is a distinct dimension that sets Gissit池's novel off from many other
male-penned New Woman works. Gissing's New Woman character is finnly located
in the urban cant巳xt of London and crucially recognizing the impact of modem
market forces. No longer just confined to domesticity an廿agitating over marriage and
sexuali句， the New Woman character is shifting her feminist focus to an advocacy of
female autonomy through self-supporting work in the modern city. Rhoda iu The Odd
時''omen may make fervent , idealistic calls for female emancipation and equality‘but

such idealism is also followed with practical prescriptions entirely predicated upon
women's entry into the urban commercial world. That takes the form of learning the
know-how and acquiring the funds of opening up small high-street businesses like the
bookshop and chemist's, starting a popular magazine、or most commonly equipping
oneself for hire in the public commercial world as typists , clerks and bookkeepers
(14 1). Rhoda's feminist school is a vocational training school providing such skills,
and it is able to prosper because her students , all non-feminis阻 ， are able to suppa吐

themselves in the city with such skills. Most these women still desire marriage、but as
is demonstrated in the case of Monica , increasing awareness of women's rights and
particularly ofpossible self-supporting alte11latives to marriage should the latter prove
unsuccessful have made women less afraid and more self-assertive and rna凹， as
Monica's bitter husband sees it, accepting of a diluted fonn of feminist ideas (164).
When Rhoda an社Mary tallζabo
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challenges as well as possibilities. This leads to the result tbat tb吼19h Gissing sets out
to distinguish the two types of women , the novel ends up presenting many links
between the two. The New Woman may traverse into overtly political domains , but
ultimately , what defines a woman's success and her autonomy in this novel is her
independence and success in the mark前， her ability to fin剖時間lly support hersel f. As
Rhoda's own example demonstrates , even any kind of heterosexual relationsh巾，

including the ideal free-love , can be relinquished in favor of in位ependent work at the
vocational schoo l. This sacrifice , instead ofbeing interpreted as testifying to the New
Woman's sexual frigidity or unnatural abstinence, may actually mean that the New
Woman in this Gissing novel has left behind the earlier preoccupation with marriage
and sexuality and has instead embraced selιsupporting employment as the most
important subject for 先minist attention and investigation at this stage. Urban work is
now the new 的ocus. Wben Gissing entitles the book The Odd Women and includes the
New Woman among these odd women with whom there is simply “no making a p的r"

(37) , be initially refers to their inability or refusal to get married. But by this st咚t

such grouping ofthe New Woman with the ordina旬， single women also seems to refer
to their shared need to face the challenge of working for self-independence in the
modern city. Admittedly the hetter也educated an廿more detennined New Woman is
more favorably equipped , but the text unwittingly exposes the underlying links
between the New Woman and her or出nary sIsters

This is particularly seen in the New Woman character Rhoda. Rhoda herself is
not just an idealistic feminist but combines her idealism with shrew吐， business skills
She knows enough about the market to be able to give advice to Monica's sisters on
tl站 起asibility of starting a kindergarten business. She promises to write for her
student's future magazine , and verγpossibly on feminist topics , but as testi日ed hy the
bulk of feminist or women-friendly popular magazines of the time, such ideas are
often package吐in a way so that the New Woman's agenda on female emancipation is
seen as not incongruous to ordinary women's not so politically conscious desire for
less restriction on 廿1eir spatial movement and enlarged possibilities for both
employment and leisure. Many New Woman writers contribute both to feminist
magazm自and more mainstream commercial ones (more la

10 An exampleof the fcministmagazineof this period is The r帖man Work凹 ， publishedhy the
National Fedcration of WomenWorkers. Its first issue publishe吐in Septcmber 1907 looks
familiarly similar to othcr non-feministmass women'smagazinesin that ads and illustrations
litter thc p咚e. Sufti·agette slogans like “WOMEN SHOULD VOTE" are arr正mged in the
same eyc-catching manner (in boldface and with exclamation marks) alongside ads for
Fennin且可s Children'sPowders (British Libra句. New凶paper Li brary). For inforn1ation on
differingfin de sieclσ femi n i s t responses to the impactof commodityculture, see Rappaport
82-5,94,101 ,166
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which the commodity culture 。如~n promises to sat凹兮among its consumers. When
she teaches commercial skills and aids the setting up of small business間， It IS more
along the line of encouraging women to work and more likely based on a polarity
between a privilege吐work ethic and a despised passivity or weakness for pleasure
But it must also be noted that such businesses the New Woman open or work for
depend for their prosperity on the custom of ordinmy shoppers and consumers , and in
弱的 sense even the pleasure-seekin臣， “passive" participation by ordinary women as
consumers in the commodity cuI扭扭 扭indispensable to an吐of benefit to the feminist
agenda as the latter depends on the interaction and mutual promotion between the
New Woman and the ordinary women. In this sense , though the novel on the one hand
seems to set up a contrast between the New Woman's focus on har吐work and
determined scIιresponsibility on the one hand , and the or廿m前y women's lack of
de甜nnination and easy capitulation to temptation an吐leisurely consumpt酬， on the
other, it also inca中orat的ideas that reflect the New Woman's own increasin芭

immersion in the market and the mutually supportive relationship between the New
Woman and ordinary women. ll

Alrea過y a difference is discenlible between the more traditional New Woman
Mary and the more modern and more urban Rhoda. Mary, like most women's activists
of the previous generations, is of upper-class origin an吐enjoys the privilege of a
private income. Ma吵 的mostly shown in domestic settings in the novel and
surrounded by the cozy and well“furnished domesticity of her house which her private
income makes possible. She rarely travels outside , and though she may advocate for
women's “invasion" into the public masculine realm and for public , political refon1芯，

her feminism is also emphasized for i阻private ， domestic nature. Mary is "no platform
woman" and does her feminist work in a quiet way, She gives her talks in her own
school to a dozen of her students , and even in tenns of ordinary acquain旭nces， “rolf

society in the common sense Miss Barfoot saw velY I的Ie" (54) , preferring the
secluded privacy of a gentlewoman not very dissimilar to traditional feminine

domesticity
By contra肘， Rhoda is already showing signs of difference, Coming from

middle昀class stock whose circumstances suggest a closer affinity with those of
Monica and her sisters rather than with the more aristocratic Mary, Rhoda is shown to
be more a city girl than Mary , While Mary stays mostly indo

11. New cultural studies scholarship has emerged in recent years to address the complicated
relationshipbetween feministsand moderncommodityculture.See, for instance, Rappaport
This study tries to bring this subject to bear upon Gissin臣's novels and to explo間how this
Issue ISgIven I的literalY representatIOn

12 日 ally Ledger has argued that Monica is more streetwiseand mobile around Londonstreets
than the mostly domesticallybound Rho且a， and that Gissing's work “wishes to contain the
New Woman"and "refus[es] to articulateher presencein the publicspacesofthe city" (168)

But this paper seeks to point out that though the novel doe可not as often 吐cpict Rhoda冶
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reflect a traditional , nostalgic preference tor the country and for a rustic , slow-pace位，

pre-commercial way of Ii缸， but she leaves no doubt that it is Lm吋on， with its
unprecedented opportunities and freedom、that proves the magnetic destination for her
as a professional and as a feminis t. Just as the more pleasure-seeking Monica left her
small town for London not just because she was tired of the “dull countrγIi仕" and
was drawn by the 出口II and excitement of London法 “shops and the people"(73), but
also because she was “obliged to conduct herself' with “extreme discretion" in the
countrγ(3 1) while London by contrast affords hcr greater freedom , the New Woman
Rhoda also left her small town homc first for the provincial city of Bath to work in a
department store and then soon after to London to work in an office-"It was a move
towaI吐s London , and I couldn't rest till I had come the whole way" (22). It is
definitely in the city and not in the counhy that is to be located greater possibilities
for women. And when the New Woman like Rhoda advocates female emancipation, it
is beyond doubt a type of emancip的on located in and contributed to by the distinctly
urban ambience of bigger cities at a time of accelerated commercial development

Rhoda as the New Woman not just possesses a distinct urban identity, but her
own previous experience as a clerk an吐bookkcepcr and her closer affinity with
Monica and her destit叫e sisters suggest that by thc fin de siecle period , the linc
between the New Woman and the bulk of ordinary women may not be that clearly
demarcated. The novel may focus on Rhoda's strength and her detennination, but her
similar past suggests that she herself must have gone through the same physical
hardships and mental uncertainties and fears that Monica and her sisters are going
through in order to get a foothold in the modern city. At the same time Rhoda has also
been drawn to the big city because of similar 叩ticipation of greater freedom 剖ld lcss
restriction. The New Woman who has to work for her own keep 曰nds hcrself
increasingly interacting and in sympathy with her ordinary sisters. An吐this seems to
have led to a subtle shift whcreby the fonnerly emphatic political and social focus of
the women's movementis now adjusted toward a broader agenda that sees
opportunities for political appropriations in the escalation of urban commodity culture
This is cel個1J甘y an important dimension in the .fin de sieele New Woman
phenomenon that adds complications to a

The New Woman and Female Writers

Male writings on the New Woman have traditionally constituted the mainstream

mobility than Monica's, there is already a difference in the presentations of the two New
Women whereby the younger Rhoda, with her ex-shopgitl status and work experience in
shops and offices in the past and as de .lac的 bus i ness manager of t忱vocational school at
present, is more streetwise.While the novel may give less space depictingRh叫la 's mobility
than Monica's streetwalking which so ilTitates and threatens her conservative husband, it
maywell be that the New WomanRhoda's freedomto roam the stree臼of her ownas a single,
unattached woman is taken more for gran扭d and resigned to by men. Anyway her darting
between Great Portland Street, Herne Hill, Mrs Cosgrove's residence and Milly Besper's
lodgingswhen she tries to find out about Monicademonstrates her easy familiarity with the
Londonstreets
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representation of the New Woman, against which female writers in their “reverse'~

discourse often have to take up a 吐efensive tone, highlighting qualities in the New
Woman that deliberately depart from male representations. As has been mentioned ,
while many famous female-penned New Woman novels still revolve 由ound maniage
and sexuality, another branch of New Woman fiction has started to feature less
socially privileged New Woman characters who are of genteel birth but are forced to
struggle for economic survival in the modern city after disruptions to traditional class
affiliations、often caused by expan益mg commo吐ity culture , lead to drastic changes in
their family circumstances. This type of writings thus necessarily revolves around the
New Woman's int臼action with the modern city and urban work, and Amy Levy's The
Romance ofthe Shop and Ella Hepworth Dixon's 7I1e Story ofa Modern 他m帥， both
bestsellers in their time, provide two female-penned examples

[hough both dealing with the same theme of the New Woman and urban work,
the two female-penned novels also demonstrate tangible diffi叮ences from G的sing's

noveL As has been pointed out, Gissing's work sets out to po的ay the New Woman as
distinct from her ordinalγsisters. Thongh the text may eventually tum out to imply
inherent links between the two types of women , Gissing's presentation suggests that
the New Woman, once she takes up feminist teachings and work, is much more
assured in her financial prospects. All the bitter struggles and mental fears and
frustrations that accompany urban survival on one's own seem to be confined to only
ordinary women like Monica (before her marriage) an廿her sisters. Rhoda as the New
Woman is instead always shown as confident and steadfast once she joins Mary and
leaves her early days behind. Her only worries and agitations are over her emotional
entanglement with her lover as she fights to repress her feelings and reject his love
This leads to a rather optimistic picture of the working and living experience of the
New Woman in the big ci句， against which the much more realistic portrayals of the
hea討[endin皂， day-to-day hardships of the Madden sisters are offered as a contras t. It
is in this respect that the two female-penned novels show a marked departure. In吐ced，

the two heavily autobiographical novels by Levy and Dixon give a much more
reali因此and nuanced picture of the stark basics of the life of a New Woman working
to survive in the big city. The New Woman characters sti
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New Woman writings. One is that thesc Ncw Woman characters , all emphasizcd to bc
highly feminine an吐thus different from the mannish , detennined women· in Gissing 's
and other male writcrs' works , view sclf-supporting cmployment and urban survival
in the 戶n de siecle markct cconomy asbcncficial to female autonomy and feminist
consciousncss-raising. Secon益is that this appreciation is also combincd with a heavy
sense of frustration and pain wherein such work is recognizcd as a自叮mg no easy
solution but 自instead costly and fraught with weighty problems

Amy Levy's novel The Romal，叫 也 l the ShοlfJ features such a New Woman
character Gertrude whose unconventionality rests less with her explicit political or
scxual radicalism than with her rejection of traditional marriage for in丑。pen吐ent

survival in London through self-supporting work and employmen t. Critics have
commented on Gertrude's attempt at being a female writer as typical of the heroines
of most New Woman novels (Parsons 的-3; Vadil10 2 日-18). Gertmde and her three
single sisters are forced to sell their comfortable suburban house after the sudden
death of their father. Rejecting their aunt's and unc話's offer to find them suitable
husbands or to accommodate them as poor relatives , the sisters decide to try their
hand at business by moving from the suburbs right to the heart of the London city
center and using their last funds to open a photography shop in Upper Baker Street
Gertrude is not avowedly anti-ma lTiage nor does she attcnd politically or socially
radical activities; rather, she comes across as intensely feminine and much adomed
with feminine virtues and attractions. Still, she is vocally critical of traditional
expectations of genteel , dependent womanhood and has resolutely taken the lead in
persuading h叮sisters to opt for a life of independence , even if this means economic
uncertainly and a loss of caste and social standin皂

Here the intertwining of the class and gender dimensions is especially poignant
The sisters' rich aunt is scandalized that her dead sistcr's 吐aughters should go into
business as single women， 吐lUS damaging their marital “prospects" (35). More than
just the usual snobbish contempt for business is involve吐here but rather the
dangerous association between business , women and female “publici旬，\and the
resultant dismption of the middle-class gender boundary of the separate spheres. To
the aunt, to go into business is “dangerous and
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make bonnets、and are thought none the worse of for 述。ing so" (13). Gertrude
presents modern commodity culture as beneficial to the future of women's work
because it is “progressive," “a creatu問capable of growth ," the “verγqualities which
women's work is dreadfhlly lackin耳" (14). SI時 間passionately disgusted with tl曰

“ dull little ways by which women , la刮目， are generally reduced to earning their
living." These to Gertrude comprise traditional jobs of respectable domesticity like
teachers or companions which the sisters are actually urged to become by relatives. In
contrast with these , to go “public" and participate in modern business promis的

莒閃ater 白 eedom and opportunities for personal growth , and therefore a much more
viable means of acquiring female independence.

Halιway into their working experience and much sobered from her initial, rather
romantic expectations of the future as “an undiscovered country of purple mists and
boundless possibilities (33) , Gertrude still cherish the greater freedom as well as
responsibilities their changed circumstances bring. No longer cushioned and protected
with expensive caITiages, the sisters prove themselves able navigators of the busy
streets of Lon廿on. At Baker Street Station, Getirude parts from her younger sister
Phyllis , who disappears to the underground railway for a di宜。rent erran丘 ， while
Gertmde herself mounts boldly to the top of an Atlas omnibus , determined not “ to be
shut up away from the sunlight and the streets." (43) Indeed , for Gertrude、

[T]he humors of the town ha吐always possesse吐a cunous
fascination. She contemplated the familiar London pageant with an
interest that had something of passion in 仗 ; an吐 ， for her part, was
never inclined to qua口el w泊h the fate which had transported her
from the comparative tameness of Campden 曰ill to regions where
the pulses of the great city could be felt distinctly as they beat and
throbbed. (43)

Yet although business and work in the public urban space is seen by Gertrude as
contributing to female independence and the greater opportunities and freedom
entailed much appreciated , the novel still makes it clear that such new exposure
caITies great risks and often exac的painful prices. Passages abound in the novel where
the sisters arc often gnawed by the awareness of the huge risks their gamble is
exposing them to, and of the threat of economic desti凶tion if the shop does not take
off. It is in these passages , perhaps more than in the euphoric passages where the
emancipating dimensions of selιsupporting urban life are eulogized , that the reader
gets to understand the realistic details of the life of the working New Woman, and of
what it means when , grand ideals aside, only seeming trifles, small inci社ents or an
expected order that fails to materialize , are needed to throw the New Woman over the
brink and threaten not only her independence but even her very survival

In The Romance ql the Shop , worries about uncertain prospects ‘about the
pressing need to make ends meet on a d剖Iy basis and to keep up with the latest
fashion so as not to lose business , constantly plague these inexperienced、naIve girls
who are also beset with loneliness and helplessness now that they are all on their own
in the big city. Fanny, the oldest of the sisters and most decorated with traditional ,
feather-headed feminini旬， is simply Ii 增加ened and resorts to constant CIγing. Even
the strong Gertnlde is often awake at night, shaken and sick at heart by the grosser
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realities of life and aware that “only a plank" lies “between them and the pitiless ,
fathomless~ ocean" “into whose boiling depths hun吐reds sank daily and disappeared ,
never to rise again ," (60) Life 晶self間supporting working women in the big city also
brings greater risks , not just financial but also moral and sexua l. The sexual danger
that the sisters' aunt only hints at does become a reality when the youngest and
prettiest sister Phyllis tries to elope with a rich , amoral , ma叮ied artist and dies of
shock and consumption latcr

Such waITi品， fears and anxieties associated with the very daily survival in the
big city aligns the New Woman character closer with their ordina句， non-feminist
urban sisters. By joining the expanding ranks of urban working women , GCliru吐e as
the New Woman is forced to confront the real facts of life and thus better equipped to
個p into and speak for the misery and longings of their fellow sisters. This means that
in the βn de siecle culture , the tcnn New Woman as described in such female-penned
writings increasingly conjures up or is at least closely associated with、rather than
distingnished 仕om， an anDy of unattached、independcI止 “odd" women who are
united in their struggling , day-to-day navigation of the commodified city. While the
New Woman like Gertrude may sublimate this evclyday experience into eloquent
calls for greater female autonomy and more demolition of unfair restrictions , and her
more ordinary sisters are less eloquent but equally des江ous of chauge , both the two
types of women face shared struggles and both locate conflicting dimensions in the
market economy of the jin de siecle city while the city offers to women broader
scopes and possibilities as alternatives to traditional dependent domestici旬" it also
exacts painful costs and is often impersonal and inhospitable.13

This is further seen in another bestselling New Woman novel of the戶17 de steele
period , Ella Hepworth Dixon'5 The StOlY οl a Madern 恥man (1894). Heavily
autobiographical like most other female-penned New Woman literature 14, this novel
feat叫es the New Woman Mary who is left on her own after her famous scholar-father
(in Dixon's case、a famous editor father) suddenly dies. Forced to put 0仔 her

engagement now that she is poor and has also to support her younger brother , Mary
first tries to learn painting at the Royal Academy in London but then finds writing and
jourualisl11 to be the only livelihood she is capable of Living almost from hand to
mouth , and always pressed to come up

13. Levy's work is preoccupied with the lonelir呵 呵s and struggles of such female urban
experience, and her own life testifies to the painfulcosts of such struggles.For more on this
and on Levv eve叫ual suicide巴see Vadillo
For more, see Fclbeaum'sbiographyofDixon
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over the hea、 Y costs of independence and a hinted nostalgia for a past life of
well-enshioned protection. Indeed , the vast, f如uggy and wet London咒1，withit臼S
and roar of the street" (I 07), its “hun社reds of acquaintance and but few intimate
friends" (69), exacts a huge price from single women struggling to stand on their feet

Yet despite the brooding tone of the novel, it must be noted that the novel does
not simply advocate a return to traditional domesticity through marriage. Mary may
patiently hope for marriage with her lover and is bitterly disappointed when he
ma1Ties another , but that does not mean that she is ready to accept any marriage just
so that she may be relieved of the need to struggle for her own living. Critics like
Sally Ledger have argued that Mary lives alone hy neeessity rather than by choice,
that she cannot rather than wonld not marry, and that she actually dreams of
conventional marriage in the suburbs (Ledger 1997: 16). But this paper argues
differently. As is shown by the novel , a fellow student in her Royal Academy days
becomes immensely successful as a professional painter and does ask Mary to ma汀y

him when she goes to interview him for a journal article. As he puts 仗， he would
really like to “have saved her from the struggle of the woman who works, the fret and
the fever, the dreary fight fur existence" (Dixon 136) That Mmy should reject him,
and the "undisturbed possession" of his name and fortune, the comfortable “Venetian
drawing-room," the “amber and gold dining-room ," the “Japanese boudoir on the first
floor ," while she is emba訂assingly conscious of her own damp boots and dripping
waterproof on his “polished parquet floor and eastern rugs ," all sha中 間minder that
her misery and hardship would be simply behind her and easy life within her grasp if
she would just say yes, means that Marγcould only acecpt rna汀iage with real love,
and that she would rather choose independence and self-autonomy, however har吐It

may be, than a traditional meal-ticket marriage.
Herein lies one of the many signs in the novel that suggests the simultaneity of

both traditional and modern qualities in Mary as the New Woman. Rather than the
man-hating radical much maligned in conservative constructions, May keenly desires
maniage with the man she loves and 時long suffering and selιsacrificial in order to
wait for her true love, an image that quite befits traditional expectations of 起mininity.

At the same time Mary is fully aware of and 刮目前isfi ed with the degradation an
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“ ideas" (144), and that they tend to suffer more from nervous diseases if not kept
away, suggests that to men like the doctor, himself a successful professional in
London, the disruption on gendered separate spheres brought by mo<lem urban
civilization and the wi吐espread entrance of women into the urban public space of
work and employment is highly undesirable. Considering the fact that women's
movement achv的ts are campaigning against evils in marriage and against the stress
and pain brought on women from domineerir嚕， syphilitic husbands , and that in the
novel the two marriages portrayed tum out to be both highly stressful , with MalY's
lover unhappy with his rich wife and seeking comfort in 廿ebauehery， and Mary's best
:fi:iend Alison dead from contracting pneumonia from her finance's aban丘oned

lover-lumed-prosti個妞， the idolization of marriage as a life of bliss with “no mental
worries" by the doctor in order to admonish 孔1arγagainst urban work turns out to be
highly ironic

Mary may feel chronic fatigue and constant stress (a lot of it from her miseries in
love), but strangely life outside London does not seem to agree with her. The only
time in her life when she left London 品or a year in a small, qui剖， simple German town ,
she actually got extremely ill and nearly died. And while the novel does often por甘ay

the dreary fogginess of London , the more gloomy words are rese何ed for the interior
or indoor scenes while the outdoor scene of London an丘its busy, thronging streets are
often also remarked for their exciting allure. Mary's cramped , shabby apartment
where she is stuck trying to beat the editor's deadline feels su叮Dcating， but even in
upper-class drawin臣-rooms with their luxurious decorations and expensively-attired
guests, places that Mary has to frequent in order to write gossip columns for mass
journals , a similar sense of suffocation and dreariness hangs. This would be the kind
of place that Mary, if she marries before her fath凹's death or accepts her painter
friend, would also be living in as a hostess 剖ld treasured gues t. That suggests that
while Mary's poor life as a self-suPPoliing woman as evidenced by her mean living
quarters may be miserable , domestic life as an upp叮ωclass rna訂閱d woman is as
mentally shackled

In contrast from this sha閃d suffocation of the indoor Ii伐， the novel's outdoOI'

scenes describing Ma旬's walks on the street and her visits to the journal offices fOI'

work and pay offer a di叮'erent sense of openness and ant缸中ation， of movement rath

“ Jim," said the girl suddenly, taking the boy by the arm, “there's
London! We're going to make it listen to us, you and 1. We're not
going to be afraid of it一…just because it's bi且 ， and brutal , and
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strong." (48)

This may be the optimistic words of an inexperienced girl at the beginning of her
independent 泣起， but it does speak volumes about Ma旬's 吐eep feeling , even
admiration, for the biggest city in the world. It is particularly the “ shrill whistle of an
engine", which “spoke of the bustle of joumeys, of the t1l l1noil of railway stations , of
partings, of aτrivals ， of the change and travails of human Ii胎， of the strangers who
come , of the failures who must go" (ibid) that evokes the above words and feelings
仕om Mary. With the death of her 街th叮and loss of financial support , the sight 01
London seems to offer her fresh hope that new ways may always be faun性 ， and that
London , of all places , best epitomizes life itself, with its constant comings and goings ,
successes and 如ilures， but never lackin皂in new beginnings and fresh star的Indeed

London does in the end provide her with a new way of supporting herself as well as
the expensive Oxford education of her brother in the fonn of working as a journalist
for a popular weekly. Mary earns 2 guineas for the first time in her life after selling a
story to the magazine and is excited by the commercial possibilities of the mass
media

And what lots of papers there were. Fleet Street was full of them
They lurked up alleys an社in quaint little squares at the back. Here
they were: The Daily Telegram , The Observer, The graphic , Black
and Hite. Why should she not walk in and demand some work to do?
The idea was fearfully alluring. She passed a poster of Illustrations,
W前h tbe name of her story in bright blue print , and Mary stood still
and read it over and over again with a quickened pulse , until she
was pushed aside by the tide of human beings c吐dying along the
stree t. (l to)

Thougb later on Mary is dismayed by the way her writing is treated as a
commodity and by the many compromises she has to make to cater to the market , this
still suggests that the 戶n de siecle city, however harsh and inhospitable， 吐oes harbor
w泊er opportunities for single women than anything available in the past

Some critics have argued that Mary's aristocratic friend Alison is marc of a
typical New Woman than Ma巧l， because of Alison 's assured upper-class position and
her more politically conscious social work as a philanthropist and volunteer worker in
London's East End slum areas (Flint x; Ledger 160). But this paper seeks to point ant
that while Alison do的fit a more conventional image of the New Woman, Matγ's
character represents a new addition that is increasingly evident in the .fin de siecIe

period. Apart 仕am the fact that she takes up writing , a profession that almost all/in de
siecle New Women share but whi詢 問not available to feminist activists of the
previous generations (nor to Alison in the novel) , and the fact that she would rather
forgo love and dependency in order to insist on her own self and work out her own
廿estiny， Mary's character also demonstrates the increasing trend among .finde siecle
New Women to ide山tY and bond with ordinarγmodern women for whom positive
social values are to be found as much in their struggles for self-supporiing urban
survival as in political activities. When the novel was first published in 1894, reviews
proved wide-ranging and contradictory. Some reviews attacked its feminist platform ,
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finding it too radical, while others noticed that the “heroine has little in common with
the sciιassertive， heartless, sexless thing whom v恥 的us writers have.. .almost
tempted the public to regar吐as the typical modem woman" (qtd. in Bittel 223),
remarking on i阻dist自lce from the conventional image of the radical New Woman
This paper argues that such responses , rather than disq間Iitying Mary, actually prove
that she is not the New Woman of conventional construction and may represent a new
image of the New Woman that is in closer sympathy wi銜l rather than radicalized
alienation fro間 ， the bulk of ordiuary women

Mary's a旺inity to the more ordinary women is seen in her marked womanliness,
her patience and self sacrifices, and her very 必minine attention to her appearance 由ld

clothes. Even in her straitened circumstances l she does not hide her infectious pri廿e

and pleasure in the one little white silk dress she is able to save so that she could wear
it and look “ radianf ' for the society events shefrequents as a journalist of gossip
columns (Dixon 138). The delight she takes in her pretty appearance and her lament
over its vulnerability to tear and wear speaks to the heart of any ordinary female
reader. Even Alison, the more politically active New Woman social purifier, is
described to attract people with her “intense woman1iness'land exquisite softness. As
if intentionally seeking to rebuke the conservative stereotype of the mannish New
Woman, the novel dwells over Alison's “sweetness,'l her beautiful clothes which
“always seemed to suit her as its 的cathers do a bird," and particularly stresses the fact
that she “never smoked," does not know anything about guns, hunting or the billiard
room or any other m品culine habi峙， and “hated playing the man" (69, 70)

That the New Woman is increasingly merged with the ordinary women is further
seen in the book's emphasis on shared dilemmas and on a sense of solidarity between
the New Woman and her ordinary sisters. Mary rejects a conventional meal巾cket

marriage, but she would not allow her desire 品or tme love to override her principl凹，

either, when years later she refuses to elope with the unhappily married lover to the
Continent. Interesting紗， it is not conventional morality that Mary is worried about
disruptin品 “It isn't that I mind what people would say - that's nothing." Instead, she
refuses out of a sense of solidarity with the lover's wife. “All we modern women
mean to help each other now, We have a bad enough time as it is, surely we needn't
make it worse by our own
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a sense of female solidarity and of sympa吐ly with women 's unfair subjug的on. At her
deathhed , Alison says to Mary “If women only used their power in the right way! If
we were only united we could lead the world. But we're not. (164)" In answer Mary
replies: “our time is dawnin岳…at last. All we modem women are going to help each
oth吭not to hinder. And there's a great deal to do… (164)"

This last message is what the author Ella HepwOlth Dixon would later call the
“ keynote of the book ," for the book is her “plea for a kind of moral and social
trades-unionism among women. ,, 15 Indeed, when the New Woman Maηis faced
with the choice of comfortable, loving dependency and lonely, harsh self-autonomy ,
the latter, however hard， 的II wins out. For Mary, the decision not to make the former,
easier choice is motivated by a refusal not just to compromise her own independence
and seIfhood, but also not to hurt another woman with whom the New Woman feels a
moral sense of 1::、 ond and solidarity. The novel en吐s with Mary still plodding along in
her urban struggle , alone , emotionally hattered but still carrying on, one member of an
increasing anny of struggling urban women

Conclusion

The above analysis has demonstrated that the New Woman characters in many
female-penned New Woman literature tend to increasingly share an affinity with the
ordinary urban women in the jin djα s iecle ci句， that they are intensely feminine rather
than masculine , and that though they desire change and are unsatisfied with the slαtus

quo , they do not simply seek change through political or social agitation but
increasingly through personal sttuggles in everyday experiences where they often
view self-supporting work , however har吐it may be, as essential for female autonomy
The broadened scope offered to women by urban commodity culture is abundantly
recogmze品in these New Woman works, but the accompanying high costs of
independence, the risks and emotional fluctuations women on their own face in the
big cities are also candidly exposed

A comparison with the male-penned New Woman writings demonstrates that this
l111age 沾 自gni ficant ly di叮erent in that the latter tends to emphasize on the New
Woman's ant卜marriage ， even man-hating principles , her vanguardism and distance
from the bulk of ordinary women、and her radical agitation in political and social
issues. Even in Gissing's work , where he departs from his male peers by also
describing her interaction with the modem city and with the market economy, an
inherent distinction be t\veen the New Woman and her ordinary, non-political sisters is
embedded whereby the New Woman is seen as largely free from the real problems
and worries of the ordin訂y working women. By contra泣， the New Woman writings
by some female authors that also focus on the New Woman and modem city present a
much more realistic and complicated picture , wherein the New Woman is presented as
increasingly merging with her or吐inaty sisters. The acceleration of modem urban
commodity culture , the increased possibil的es brought to women in tem1S of

的 Th is statementappears in “τhe Book of the Month: The Novel of the ModemWoman ," a
review by W.1'. Stead for Review ofReν;ews 10 (1894): 64-74. In her 1930autobiography
Dixon credits Stead's essay for much of her novel's success. See footnote 1 to Steve
Fanner's “Introductio呵 ， to the 2004editionofThe Story Dla Modern Woman, p.IO
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employment and education , and the subtle shift in the tactics of fin de sieele feminists
that seeks to broaden their scope of engagement to the cultural and evelγday level of
women's 叫ban experience , all contribu峙， as has been demonstrated above, to the new
emphasis on the New Woman池 "時間的ing alliance with the ordinaγy urban women
and on their shared tackling with issues of daily 叫ban struggle. The result is that a
complicated and nuanced picture of the New Woman is presented、one that serves as
testnnony an吐witness as the New Woman negotiates the volati怯， fast-changingfi月 de

sieele urban scene in an ongoing、restless and often painful process of self exploration
and self modification
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Abstract

The New Woman has been traditionally constructed as a more or less homogenized
image of a radicalized, privileged figure with heightened political consciousness
whose vanguardism is predicated upon her distance from the bulk of ordinal)'、

non-political and less well-educated women. This paper argues that a contrastive,
multi-layered an吐complicated image of the New Woman is presented in many
female-penned New Woman writings ofthe戶n de sieele period , writings that seek to
de-radicalize the New Woman , to emphasize her femininity and her embodiment of
both tradition and chan阱， and to stress her convergence with ordinary modem
women by casting her in the light of a representative urban woman struggling for
livelihood and independence in the commodified .fin de siecle city, where both
broadened scopes and heightene吐dangers are recognized and can廿idly portrayed
This convergence reflects the impact of accelerated urban modernity but is also the
result of shifts in feminist tacti帥， a situation that deserves detailed analysis

Key words: New Woman , Modern London Li te rat u re, George Gissing ,
Ella Hepworth Dixon , Amy Levy

摘要

「幸If女i愷 」 傳統 i 被翠1 1的支具有泊GBf且女 1f:l意識 、 主張極端祉 會改變 、 及享有利終

特權的色彩fff{朗的形象，具有訂軒的形象也;詮建立在超越反區分於火部分1穿過中下粉

紅性的J在隨之 I '本文則~jit閥t昌的 ， 斬草巨性形象其賢相筒，多商及銬綜 詐多世

紀末新女性作家第的新女惜，是以去碰mAl化、強調其次性氣E若干rJ{(平統炎德、治

制其和錯過仁川、IIfNI<妓女性行直在合一的形象的碗尤其新女快作為在現代商品化都

市也必須自立fi三存取[[{IF的獨立怒|可玄性形象，更是濃縮及代表了普通女性進入
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現代城市空間FfrlITj臨機會和危險並存的錯綜 Q 1計的 性 ， 濃于別 世紀末都

市現代ttJJrI速發駁的外在影響，t12棋?碗豆('[生主義策略的調整移，做得深入探討。

關鍵詞﹒新女性、現代倫敦文學、王宮辛、愛拉狄克森、艾美列薇
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